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Complete email security for the cloud 
generation

Symantec Email Security.cloud is a complete email security solution that 
safeguards cloud email, such as Microsoft Office 365 and Google G Suite, as 
well as on-premises email. It blocks new and sophisticated email threats such as 
ransomware, spear phishing, and business email compromise with a multilayered 
defense and insights from the world’s largest civilian global intelligence network. 
And it does all this with the industry’s highest effectiveness and accuracy. 

KEY FEATURES ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Comprehensive defense
Protect your business from malware, spam, phishing, credential theft, 
ransomware, and emerging threats with multiple layers of protection such 
as sender authentication, spam filters, link protection, email threat isolation, 
impersonation control, behavior analysis, advanced machine learning, and 
sandboxing.

Rapid response and remediation
With Integrated Cyber Defense, contain attacks and orchestrate a response across 
emails, endpoints, and web gateways by blacklisting threats, quarantining and 
remediating attacks, and correlating security analytics.

Security awareness
Prepare users to avert attacks and prioritize email protection for vulnerable 
users. Evaluate employee readiness by simulating real-world email attacks that 
imitate the latest email threats. Benchmark and improve user readiness over time 
with detailed reporting and repeat assessments. Teach users to recognize email 
attacks through training notifications that raise security awareness.

Prevent data leakage and protect privacy
Protect sensitive data and help address legal and compliance requirements 
through Symantec Data Loss Prevention. Discover, monitor, and protect sensitive 
data wherever they’re used—in email, on endpoints, in your network, in storage, 
and even in cloud apps. In addition, safeguard the privacy of confidential emails 
with policy-driven enforcement that includes the ability to expire and recall 
messages as well as automatic encryption of sensitive emails with a secure PDF or 
web pickup portal.
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KEY BENEFITS -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Effective and accurate
Stop new and sophisticated threats with the most effective and accurate email 
security.

Increased productivity
Machine downtimes due to email attacks are drastically decreased, easing IT 
workloads and allowing employees to be more productive.

Peace of mind
Rest easy knowing your critical email communications are secure and protected.

Strong security network
Symantec Email Security.Cloud is part of Symantec Global Threat Intelligence, 
which is powered by telemetry from more than 175 million endpoints, 80 million 
web proxy users, and 57 million attack sensors in 157 countries. As part of the 
world’s largest civilian network, Symantec helps ensure better security outcomes.
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